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the only thing detective clint wolf wants to do is spend a quiet sunday with his
wife and daughter unfortunately for him fate has other plans when a weekend getaway
for a father and daughter turn deadly clint is forced to cancel his own family plans
and launch an investigation into the brutal murder although more than sixty rifle
rounds were fired in the senseless killing there were no witnesses and no video
surveillance because the act occurred in the primitive camping area of the waxtuygi
wildlife nature park with little evidence and no suspects clint finds himself flying
in fog with zero visibility as the investigation unfolds and the body count begins
to rise the question of motive continues to elude clint however one thing becomes
crystal clear the closer he gets to an answer the more his life expectancy decreases
it s mardi gras in mechant loup and a dog complaint pulls clint wolf away from the
town s yearly parade happy to be away from the bustling crowds noise and lights he
responds to the complaint and arrives just in time to stop a man from shooting a
friendly german shepherd that posed no threat to anyone after addressing the man
heatedly he attempts to return the dog to its home but instead finds a seemingly
empty house an abandoned detective car a set of keys on the ground and a single drop
of blood in the driveway it s unclear if anyone is home as nearly all of the
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townspeople are attending the parade and no one will answer his persistent knocking
but clint is determined to find the source of the blood finally his attention is
drawn to the neighboring property where he locates an off duty officer bound and
gagged and barely clinging to life as though things weren t bad enough clint soon
stumbles upon a ghastly murder scene that will shock even him to his core and it
will inject sheer terror into the hearts of the rest of the town s citizens the one
person who might hold the key to the case is in a coma leaving clint to delve deep
into the lives of the victims in hopes of finding the killer or killers clint s
biggest fear is not solving the case it s wondering what he might do once he comes
face to face with the killer during his many years of working in law enforcement
clint wolf has investigated more than his share of bizarre cases however he has
never worked a case where a dead man has come back to life until now while trying to
help clint figure out how something like this could happen amy cooke stumbles upon
an old newspaper article that details an unsolved case from nineteen years earlier
the details are sketchy but it seems that a woman went missing after an argument
with her husband the husband s story is fishy and the woman s family suspects foul
play but there are no reports or evidence from back then to assist with the
investigation so amy s left trying to recreate the file from scratch there s a
chance that neither case will be solved but one thing can be counted on clint and
amy will die trying something evil is lurking beneath the waters of mechant loup and
it s up to clint wolf to figure out what it is in broad daylight on a calm sunny day
in august a young college student suddenly disappears in le diable lake and never
resurfaces despite a desperate search by her boyfriend she is not found while en
route to the scene of the disappearance clint wolf and officer melvin saltzman make
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a grim discovery that is seemingly unrelated to the initial report however as the
community comes together to search for the missing girl it becomes increasingly
evident that something evil is operating beneath the dark waters and no one is safe
from its clutches in mechant loup louisiana a woman is dead and her son is missing
clint wolf s first order of business is to figure out if the death was an accident
or a homicide but evidence is lacking and a motive is non existent a fingerprint
recovered from the scene could provide some answers but finding the matching
individual proves to be a challenge when the missing son is finally found clint is
left with more questions than answers will he put the pieces of this investigative
puzzle together or will the case remain unsolved only time will tell when a man is
shot dead on martha kleen s doorsteps clint wolf s first order of business is to
identify the victim this is no easy task but once the man s identity is confirmed
clint is left with more questions than answers he develops a few suspects early on
and one of them is a ghost of a man however there are more than a few pieces of his
crime puzzle missing and tying one suspect to the murder could be a challenge will
the burglary of a local hardware store lead to the arrest of the guilty party or
will it muddy the waters of clint s investigation either way clint won t stop until
he gets his suspect when mechant loup detective clint wolf stops a vehicle for
reckless driving he doesn t find a drunk driver or an irresponsible teenager inside
instead he discovers a distraught father in a desperate search for his missing sons
upon learning the boys were overdue from a fishing trip in the swamps clint summons
the assistance of trusted friend and skilled mantracker melvin saltzman during their
search clint and melvin locate one of the boys huddling near a pirogue in a private
lake but the other brother is nowhere to be found melvin begins tracking the
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teenager through the woods and soon locates a bloody shovel under a windthrown tree
further on he locates what appears to be a freshly dug grave and things begin to go
south from there what they find when they unearth the grave sets clint on a 1 800
mile journey to solve a murder case that wasn t meant to be solved whether or not he
succeeds or survives will depend on a number of things not the least of which might
be a fortuitous event when four college students set out into the swamps in search
of the elusive louisiana black bear they find more than they bargained for now one
of them is missing and the others are stranded without a boat in the alligator
invested wilderness when one of the concerned parents calls the mechant loup police
department clint and melvin begin searching for the overdue group their search takes
them deep into the swamps and late into the night and it isn t long before clint
develops a foreboding feeling of déjà vu this dreaded feeling only grows more
intense as the investigation progresses and clint is left wondering if this incident
is connected to a case he worked nearly two decades ago if clint is not careful he
might find out the hard way on a monday afternoon in july three mechant loup boys
leave baseball practice on their bicycles and vanish the plan had been for cory
ruben and allen to camp in the woods east of town after baseball practice but when
they don t return home the next morning their parents call the police and report
them missing the worst part a monster hurricane is rumbling toward the coast of
louisiana and if the boys are caught out in the swamps during such a storm they ll
surely perish in a desperate race against time clint wolf and amy cooke along with
the rest of the police department begin a multi pronged search for the boys a
kidnapping pulls clint and amy away from the search but when good and evil come
together in an old camp house during the height of the storm they seem on the cusp
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of getting some answers however will they survive the killer in front of them and
the storm raging above them in order to do anything with that information a
mysterious phone call in the middle of the night a threatening note and a brutal
attack spell trouble for clint wolf and other members of the mechant loup police
department just when clint thinks his night can t get any worse a bold kidnapping
attempt sends him and his crew scrambling when some of the officers confront the
abductors they are met with a hail of bullets unable to return fire for fear of
hitting the victim officers watch helplessly as the heavily armed and highly
motivated suspects escape into the dark swamps of louisiana with the victim in tow a
desperate search begins for the victim but the suspects are in a jet boat and are
long gone by the time officer melvin saltzman gets his boat in the water as melvin
does his best to track the suspects across the murky bayous and swamps clint follows
up on a promising lead that takes him to the small town of anchors louisiana where
he makes a grisly discovery however what he finds is nothing compared to the
troubling revelation that he might ve been minutes away from rescuing the victim
clint eventually receives help from an unexpected source but will it be enough to
save the victim before it s too late embattled former detective clint wolf is the
newly appointed police chief for mechant loup a small swampy town in southeast
louisiana usually a quiet town the tranquility of the place is shattered when a
human arm is found in the jowls of an alligator once it s determined the arm belongs
to a reputable business owner the race is on to find the man and figure out what
happened to him little does clint know that solving the case could unearth a plot so
evil it would go down as the worst event in louisiana history and he might not live
to see it note originally published on december 6 2015 by amber quill press llc when
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a bank customer calls in a strange complaint detective clint wolf responds to find
the place locked down and no one around once inside he makes a grisly discovery that
will set him on an investigative journey filled with unanswered questions slippery
suspects and a lack of evidence putting this case to bed will be no easy task
however lucky for him he has a team of dedicated officers willing to go the extra
mile to get things done the only question is this will they be there when he needs
them most no one knows why the district attorney is gunning for susan wilson but
clint wolf is determined to find out even if it ll get him in trouble while he works
to clear susan s name his crusade is sidelined when a bar manager is murdered during
an apparent armed robbery the method of operation is eerily similar to those used by
the ruthless gang who killed his family and clint might soon have to face down the
demons from his past to solve the mystery will clint walk that fine line between
good and evil or will he abandon his principles to settle an old score whatever
choice he makes one thing is certain it ll come at a hefty price it s a warm
september afternoon in the sleepy town of mechant loup a tornado has just ripped
through town and detective clint wolf is searching for a missing school teacher not
only are details sketchy and witnesses nonexistent but a formidable category 4
hurricane is heading straight for the louisiana coast and it s threatening to erase
every scintilla of evidence that might lead to the missing woman even as the outer
rain bands of the hurricane begin battering mechant loup clint makes a grisly
discovery in the dead of night and suddenly realizes he s dealing with a cold
blooded killer but that revelation leaves him with more questions than answers when
the pieces of the investigative puzzle finally start falling into place clint will
have to answer a question of his own did he finally meet a suspect he couldn t take
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down after a year of working as a tour guide in the swamps of louisiana and the day
after a man s body is found in a canal former police chief clint wolf realizes he
can t stay away from law enforcement work forever ditching his paddle for a pistol
he rejoins the mechant loup police department but this time as their chief
investigator and he works beside police chief susan wilson as they seek to solve the
mystery in the canal while it isn t odd to find drowned bodies floating in the vast
waterways of louisiana from time to time it is unusual to find a body with six
bullet holes in its back this first case back for clint won t be a walk in the park
but a blue truck and a single piece of paper might be the key to everything the only
problem the truck has seemingly vanished into thin air and no one can find the piece
of paper clint wolf is in a race against time leaving little time for sleep as he
tries to find a missing teenager rose murdock was supposed to board bus 23 for
school early one winter morning in mechant loup however when her mother returns home
from work that evening and checks the answering machine she realizes rose never made
it to school while a frantic call to the police department finally sets things in
motion the sixteen year old student has already been missing for nearly twelve hours
and clint is acutely aware that the victim could be halfway across the country or
even dead at that point wasting no time the mechant loup police department with
assistance from members of the community and deputies with the chateau parish
sheriff s office launches a full scale search for the girl while clint begins
gathering evidence and interviewing potential witnesses it isn t long before clint
begins developing potential suspects but finding enough evidence to make an arrest
is another matter as the hours turn into days and searchers find no trace of the
student clint begins to wonder if he ll ever find a bread crumb that will lead to
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rose murdock or like abigail will this be yet another young girl he couldn t save a
prowler complaint in mechant loup east leads to a foot chase for officer shade
rankin and shots are fired across town a woman is found brutally murdered and clint
wolf is called to investigate as the investigation unfolds a voodoo doll is found in
the vicinity of the foot chase the doll bears the same wounds as clint s victim
leaving him to wonder if it s connected to his murder case before long clint will
know for sure about the doll but there s one thing he won t know until it s too late
someone close to him will fall victim to an evil curse a dead lawyer a robbery a
woman attacked detective clint wolf has his hands full in mechant loup louisiana a
prominent lawyer is found face down on the desk in his law office and detectives
clint wolf and amy cooke respond to investigate they begin following the evidence
and that evidence seems to suggest the man took his own life however something seems
odd about the case and it s not what they find at the scene that s puzzling but what
they don t find when a woman is mysteriously beaten and robbed in central chateau
the case is turned over to the state police clint doesn t know why that happened but
when a sworn statement blows up his entire case things go from confusing to about as
bad as they can get the outcome of the case as well as clint s future will rest in
the hands of the woman he loves but does susan wolf have what it takes to turn
things around if she doesn t the consequences could be fatal the only thing worse
than being stabbed in the back is being shot in the back and that s exactly what
happens to local bar owner mitch taylor as clint wolf and susan wilson investigate
the list of suspects begins to grow and it includes the victim s estranged wife just
when it appears clint is closing in on the killer things takes a surprising turn and
the entire complexion of the case is changed as though the twist in the case weren t
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enough clint finds an old photograph that turns his personal life on its head and
sets him on a dual quest for answers not only is he interrogating suspects but he
also interrogates his mother and he begins to wonder what will be more difficult
discovering the secret to his past or solving mitch taylor s murder one thing is
certain no one will be the same after this is over in book 27 of the clint wolf
mystery series clint wolf investigates the mysterious murder of a chateau parish
deputy on the living room floor of a lonely farm house in chateau parish louisiana
there rests the body of a young woman named allie the victim of a horrific attack a
little farther to the south detective clint wolf is leaving the mechant loup police
department when he hears the screams of a terrified female jumping into action he
responds to the area and arrests the woman s husband for attacking her with a pipe
almost immediately after clint wraps up the arrest and returns home police chief
susan wilson receives a welfare call from allie s mother saying she hadn t heard
from allie in hours when clint responds to the welfare concern with mallory tuttle a
detective from the chateau parish sheriff s office they discover allie s body an
investigation ensues and it isn t long before they make an arrest for murder however
when another woman is killed days later they delve deeper into allie s case and
unearth some disturbing similarities a tip from a young boy and a trip to the
northern mountains of georgia might shed some light on the motive but locating the
killer will be anything but easy or safe slashed tires a stolen truck three dead
bodies and many more injured it s up to detective clint wolf and his team to decide
if this was an act of terror or a targeted attack with so many injured and a crime
scene that drags through the streets of mechant loup clint will need all hands on
deck to solve this crime that is if they re able to sometimes the good guys don t
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always win will this be one of those days when a woman is found dead on her
doorsteps shot through the heart with an arrow clint wolf and susan wilson go to
work trying to track down the sadistic killer on the very next day a second victim
is murdered in his driveway killed in the same manner and it s now a race against
time to uncover the motive behind the killings and identify the murderer what they
know so far is that he s a skilled archer preying on human targets and they have no
clue where he ll strike next as though the case itself isn t complicated enough the
district attorney has launched a grand jury investigation into susan s actions
during a shooting that saved clint s life no one knows exactly why the da is gunning
for susan but one thing is crystal clear it s personal the political race to
determine the next mayor of mechant loup is heating up literally when one of the
candidates is burned to death in a fiery blaze clint wolf and susan wilson go
straight from their honeymoon to investigating a brutal homicide while there are a
number of suspects evidence and witnesses are lacking and narrowing the list down
becomes a challenge a late night attack on a mechant loup police officer leads to a
curious discovery but exactly how this discovery factors into the case is anybody s
guess clint will have to reach out to the local media for help and it might turn out
to be the best decision he s made throughout the case however no one will be
rejoicing when this investigation is over and it s unlikely anyone from the police
department will ever be the same again the only thing clint wolf and susan wilson
want to do is get married but when a man is murdered in a most embarrassing way shot
to death while sitting on a porta potty their wedding plans are placed in serious
jeopardy with only eight days to go until they say their vows clint and susan go to
work trying to find out who might want to kill the victim there are a number of
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likely suspects and they all seem to have good reasons for wanting the man dead but
clint and susan must figure out who hated him the most as they work their way
through the evidence in search of the truth they are unknowingly headed for a deadly
confrontation before it s all over bullets will start flying and people are going to
die and if they re not careful one of them might not make it to the altar clint wolf
is back and he s teaming up with retired police sniper london carter to face down
some of the most formidable criminals he s ever encountered after government
officials deemed their property uninhabitable residents of a small louisiana island
were forced from their homes and relocated to a tiny piece of barren land one family
refusing to go along with the government s relocation efforts headed east into the
forbidden swamps where they lived in peace for decades but now they re being hunted
when an injured kid makes it out of the forbidden swamps and reports the slaughter
of three other teenagers clint wolf and melvin saltzman head into the jungle to find
the crime scene and search for victims what they encounter is much more than they
bargained for and they soon find their own lives in jeopardy london carter is
visiting his grandparents in galliano louisiana when he learns of clint s troubles
and he immediately heads into the swamps to search for his friend when london runs
into danger of his own it looks like he might ve come out of retirement only to be
killed in the mosquito infested jungles of mechant loup will this be the day that
the bad guys win check out but not forearmed and find out andy verdin survived the
many perils of world war ii but will the ninety six year old survive the muddy
waters of mechant loup louisiana an overdue fisherman a mysterious object dropping
from the sky a bizarre murder case and a wife about to go into labor clint wolf has
his hands full it doesn t help that his sidekick detective amy cooke is 1 500 miles
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away on a honeymoon with her new husband baylor rice thankfully takecia gayle is on
hand to assist clint with the investigation but they soon realize they ll need some
outside assistance to put this case to bed however will that assistance come in time
to save two officers in trouble that remains to be seen in 1878 dodge city kansas is
a dangerous place to live when six year old cole herbert wakes one morning to find
his mother katherine missing and his father clint out riding posse with wyatt earp
and bat masterson he realizes just how dangerous it is clint and cole embark on a
mission to find katherine but after an unsuccessful eight month search they find
their way to the oklahoma territory where they plan to begin a new more secure life
as years pass father and son adjust to life on a small ranch but when an old
prospector knocks on their door and informs them that katherine may have been
spotted alive in the arizona territory they revive their search and head to
waterhole the small gold mining town where katherine may be located waterhole
arizona is home to sal gregorio the ruthless town leader who is not willing to share
any of his information or his town with the herberts when sal interferes with their
attempt to leave town after realizing that he poses a definite threat to their lives
clint and cole must devise a plan to get everyone in their partyincluding a wounded
man a trusted friend a drug addict a stranger and a pre adolescent boyout of town
alive as the head warrior and tracker of the royal riverstone pack lance s
responsibilities are a mile long new enemies are popping up left and right for
werewolf kind when the queen sends lance on a mission to look for missing pups he
could not be more stressed will finally meeting his long awaited mate ease his
stress or will it just add heartbreak to the mix when he discovers that cole west is
after his friends jesse and john henry trapp two of the best hunters in the states
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clint adams follows closely behind the enemy to stop at bloody war original the
first three books in the wolf s den series marked fantasy becomes reality if you
carry the mark chloe bryant doesn t know what to expect when she enters the wolf s
den drawn to the werewolf tattoo parlor for reasons she can t explain she soon
discovers the sexy man from her dreams isn t a figment of her imagination not only
is jackson donovan real but he explains the dreams they shared are due to their
destined mating it can t be possible she s not a werewolf even if he swears the mark
on her wrist indicates otherwise jackson is stunned to discover the beautiful minx
from his dreams isn t a full blooded werewolf but a halfling the only way to uncover
chloe s past is to stake a claim to her future by taking the delectable female into
his bed he ll unlock every secret she has to hide as well as awaken the passion she
s tucked away for too long by exploring her mind body and soul one sweet inch at a
time changed beta werewolf declan schroder knows rachel gentry is his mate the hard
as nails female is more than he could ask for intense clever and sexy as sin there s
only one problem rachel is human and fears his kind she s receptive to his advances
their sexual chemistry is impossible to deny until an attack by a rogue werewolf
threatens to destroy their newfound bond as declan s mating heat rises he knows he
ll do whatever it takes to claim rachel as his own to keep her he ll have to love
her from dusk to dawn introducing her to pleasures she s never known loving a big
bad wolf is wicked and dangerous but not in the way she s bound to regret sought
there can be light in the dark shane heyward left everything behind to find his mate
he struggled for months following his wolf to her location guided to a place where
supernatural beings exist and thrive atrum hill despite being capable of leading his
own pack he chose to join one when he finds his mate by accident he s shaken by the
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truth not only is she blind the wolf within her is completely feral if he can t help
her take control of the beast she ll have to be destroyed luna lowe was forced to
leave her previous pack after she shifted attacked and almost killed two members one
of which was her sister she s ashamed of her behavior wondering if death is
preferable to living alone when the male she believed abandoned her due to her lack
of sight arrives as shane and luna come together he learns her history his female
was wronged and the insult has to be dealt with swiftly and harshly as he takes
charge and seeks retribution reverting to his alpha nature everything will change
for both of them it was a mistake it was just one night when francesca meets her
longtime hollywood celebrity crush and bear shifter clint treadstone on the red
carpet she s absolutely dazzled by him the man oozes sex is clearly an alpha at
heart and every time she feels his sensual caresses on her she grows hot in her
center but she knows these types of men she knows the ruin they leave behind them he
s got a reputation and she s not about to let her heart get broken but when he gazes
into her eyes his own endless and withholding she finds her resolve melting the
growl of his deep voice reaches right inside her makes her do things she never
dreamed she would just one night just one mistake she s not about to let it dictate
her life even if this alpha bear shifter says that she s his fated mate even if this
alpha bear shifter will stop at nothing to claim her as his own to drive her body to
heights of white hot bliss over and over again and to start a shifter family with
her bear night stand is a standalone paranormal shifter romance featuring clint a
rugged alpha hollywood heartthrob who falls head over paws the moment he meets
francesca a sassy and sexy spitfire who is determined to keep him at arm s length
escape the wolf raises the safety iq of today s global travelers using escape the
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wolf s exclusive holistic total awareness system international travelers are
empowered to identify minimize or avoid all types of wolves or threats from common
crime health issues and natural disasters to kidnapping and even terrorism the
author shares his years of hands on experience in dealing with high risk situations
more information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from penguin usa u s
navy lieutenant commander clint walker is on the run across the icy alaskan bering
sea the chinese operatives tracking him will do anything to retrieve the stolen
military plans in clint s possession and kill him for their trouble desperate to
safeguard the documents he stows aboard a cargo ship and comes face to face with the
most beautiful and determined ship s commander he s ever encountered captain
samantha richardson won t let anything or anyone stand in the way of her career
especially now with her whole future riding on this latest run yet the sight of her
brash stowaway s enticing bedroom eyes and his hard muscular body has sam
fantasizing about indulging in a small indiscretion just this once after all clint
walker is her ideal man hot intriguing and temporary but when clint and sam give in
to their simmering passion they emerge to face an exploding danger that threatens to
put an all too permanent end to their growing feelings and their lives in the second
installment in the sheridan county mysteries elizabeth blau discovers an abandoned
sled dog during the holiday parade on main street the sweet animal causes quite a
surprising stir and elizabeth s family is smitten but when a hunt for the pup s
owner leads to a discovery the man s body elizabeth must race to identify the
murderer before she loses their new family member i love you ainslee and i want to
make you my wife prince rafe tells me i love you too i tell him but you know we can
t be together no matter how we feel about one another not now after i came to the
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castle as a political prisoner instead of a feeder rafe and i acknowledged our
feelings for one another but giving king axel an ultimatum didn t help our situation
and now i m betrothed to him instead of rafe then something terrible happens leaving
the entire kingdom in an uproar i have to get to my cousin alpha king striker before
it s too late if not the entire kingdom will fall to our enemies will i be able to
save the kingdom will rafe and i end up together and what will happen when rafe
finds out i m pregnant from the author of the alpha king s breeder one weekend with
the billionaire and shared by the sexy billionaire twins hunter archivist ellen
monroe is being stalked unable to determine who the threat is her boss insists she
move into hunter headquarters until things are straightened out then he calls the
last person and the only person ellen wants to see clint osborn has his own reasons
dark and private for not claiming ellen but when her life is endangered he can t
trust anyone else to her safety unfortunately she s not really safe from him either
can he eliminate the threat against her before he s forced to walk away from
temptation or is it already too late for them both man or monster the sheriff of
effingham missouri needs clint adams help to catch what is either a brutal killer or
a wild animal after seeing the corpse clint can t imagine who or what could have so
savagely mutilated the victim but romanian immigrant frederick talbot knows and it
is his responsibility to hunt down and destroy this predator for talbot claims to be
a vampire and werewolf hunter and he believes one of these creatures followed him to
america from the old country the gunsmith doesn t believe in superstitions but he ll
team up with talbot and pack silver bullets instead of lead if it means bringing a
murderer whether badman or beast to justice over 15 million gunsmith books in print
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But Not Foreseen 2021-02-09
the only thing detective clint wolf wants to do is spend a quiet sunday with his
wife and daughter unfortunately for him fate has other plans when a weekend getaway
for a father and daughter turn deadly clint is forced to cancel his own family plans
and launch an investigation into the brutal murder although more than sixty rifle
rounds were fired in the senseless killing there were no witnesses and no video
surveillance because the act occurred in the primitive camping area of the waxtuygi
wildlife nature park with little evidence and no suspects clint finds himself flying
in fog with zero visibility as the investigation unfolds and the body count begins
to rise the question of motive continues to elude clint however one thing becomes
crystal clear the closer he gets to an answer the more his life expectancy decreases

But Not Forewarned 2019-12-10
it s mardi gras in mechant loup and a dog complaint pulls clint wolf away from the
town s yearly parade happy to be away from the bustling crowds noise and lights he
responds to the complaint and arrives just in time to stop a man from shooting a
friendly german shepherd that posed no threat to anyone after addressing the man
heatedly he attempts to return the dog to its home but instead finds a seemingly
empty house an abandoned detective car a set of keys on the ground and a single drop
of blood in the driveway it s unclear if anyone is home as nearly all of the
townspeople are attending the parade and no one will answer his persistent knocking
but clint is determined to find the source of the blood finally his attention is
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drawn to the neighboring property where he locates an off duty officer bound and
gagged and barely clinging to life as though things weren t bad enough clint soon
stumbles upon a ghastly murder scene that will shock even him to his core and it
will inject sheer terror into the hearts of the rest of the town s citizens the one
person who might hold the key to the case is in a coma leaving clint to delve deep
into the lives of the victims in hopes of finding the killer or killers clint s
biggest fear is not solving the case it s wondering what he might do once he comes
face to face with the killer

But Not Foregone 2022-01-02
during his many years of working in law enforcement clint wolf has investigated more
than his share of bizarre cases however he has never worked a case where a dead man
has come back to life until now while trying to help clint figure out how something
like this could happen amy cooke stumbles upon an old newspaper article that details
an unsolved case from nineteen years earlier the details are sketchy but it seems
that a woman went missing after an argument with her husband the husband s story is
fishy and the woman s family suspects foul play but there are no reports or evidence
from back then to assist with the investigation so amy s left trying to recreate the
file from scratch there s a chance that neither case will be solved but one thing
can be counted on clint and amy will die trying
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But Not For Fear 2020-12-22
something evil is lurking beneath the waters of mechant loup and it s up to clint
wolf to figure out what it is in broad daylight on a calm sunny day in august a
young college student suddenly disappears in le diable lake and never resurfaces
despite a desperate search by her boyfriend she is not found while en route to the
scene of the disappearance clint wolf and officer melvin saltzman make a grim
discovery that is seemingly unrelated to the initial report however as the community
comes together to search for the missing girl it becomes increasingly evident that
something evil is operating beneath the dark waters and no one is safe from its
clutches

But Not For Lust 2021-05-05
in mechant loup louisiana a woman is dead and her son is missing clint wolf s first
order of business is to figure out if the death was an accident or a homicide but
evidence is lacking and a motive is non existent a fingerprint recovered from the
scene could provide some answers but finding the matching individual proves to be a
challenge when the missing son is finally found clint is left with more questions
than answers will he put the pieces of this investigative puzzle together or will
the case remain unsolved only time will tell
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But Not Forespoken 2020-02-08
when a man is shot dead on martha kleen s doorsteps clint wolf s first order of
business is to identify the victim this is no easy task but once the man s identity
is confirmed clint is left with more questions than answers he develops a few
suspects early on and one of them is a ghost of a man however there are more than a
few pieces of his crime puzzle missing and tying one suspect to the murder could be
a challenge will the burglary of a local hardware store lead to the arrest of the
guilty party or will it muddy the waters of clint s investigation either way clint
won t stop until he gets his suspect

But Not Fortuitous 2020-09-07
when mechant loup detective clint wolf stops a vehicle for reckless driving he doesn
t find a drunk driver or an irresponsible teenager inside instead he discovers a
distraught father in a desperate search for his missing sons upon learning the boys
were overdue from a fishing trip in the swamps clint summons the assistance of
trusted friend and skilled mantracker melvin saltzman during their search clint and
melvin locate one of the boys huddling near a pirogue in a private lake but the
other brother is nowhere to be found melvin begins tracking the teenager through the
woods and soon locates a bloody shovel under a windthrown tree further on he locates
what appears to be a freshly dug grave and things begin to go south from there what
they find when they unearth the grave sets clint on a 1 800 mile journey to solve a
murder case that wasn t meant to be solved whether or not he succeeds or survives
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will depend on a number of things not the least of which might be a fortuitous event

But Not Foreboding 2019-12-10
when four college students set out into the swamps in search of the elusive
louisiana black bear they find more than they bargained for now one of them is
missing and the others are stranded without a boat in the alligator invested
wilderness when one of the concerned parents calls the mechant loup police
department clint and melvin begin searching for the overdue group their search takes
them deep into the swamps and late into the night and it isn t long before clint
develops a foreboding feeling of déjà vu this dreaded feeling only grows more
intense as the investigation progresses and clint is left wondering if this incident
is connected to a case he worked nearly two decades ago if clint is not careful he
might find out the hard way

But Not Foregathered 2022-06-25
on a monday afternoon in july three mechant loup boys leave baseball practice on
their bicycles and vanish the plan had been for cory ruben and allen to camp in the
woods east of town after baseball practice but when they don t return home the next
morning their parents call the police and report them missing the worst part a
monster hurricane is rumbling toward the coast of louisiana and if the boys are
caught out in the swamps during such a storm they ll surely perish in a desperate
race against time clint wolf and amy cooke along with the rest of the police
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department begin a multi pronged search for the boys a kidnapping pulls clint and
amy away from the search but when good and evil come together in an old camp house
during the height of the storm they seem on the cusp of getting some answers however
will they survive the killer in front of them and the storm raging above them in
order to do anything with that information

But Not For Blood 2020-06-22
a mysterious phone call in the middle of the night a threatening note and a brutal
attack spell trouble for clint wolf and other members of the mechant loup police
department just when clint thinks his night can t get any worse a bold kidnapping
attempt sends him and his crew scrambling when some of the officers confront the
abductors they are met with a hail of bullets unable to return fire for fear of
hitting the victim officers watch helplessly as the heavily armed and highly
motivated suspects escape into the dark swamps of louisiana with the victim in tow a
desperate search begins for the victim but the suspects are in a jet boat and are
long gone by the time officer melvin saltzman gets his boat in the water as melvin
does his best to track the suspects across the murky bayous and swamps clint follows
up on a promising lead that takes him to the small town of anchors louisiana where
he makes a grisly discovery however what he finds is nothing compared to the
troubling revelation that he might ve been minutes away from rescuing the victim
clint eventually receives help from an unexpected source but will it be enough to
save the victim before it s too late
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But Not Forgotten 2018-11-04
embattled former detective clint wolf is the newly appointed police chief for
mechant loup a small swampy town in southeast louisiana usually a quiet town the
tranquility of the place is shattered when a human arm is found in the jowls of an
alligator once it s determined the arm belongs to a reputable business owner the
race is on to find the man and figure out what happened to him little does clint
know that solving the case could unearth a plot so evil it would go down as the
worst event in louisiana history and he might not live to see it note originally
published on december 6 2015 by amber quill press llc

But Not Foreknown 2020-08-26
when a bank customer calls in a strange complaint detective clint wolf responds to
find the place locked down and no one around once inside he makes a grisly discovery
that will set him on an investigative journey filled with unanswered questions
slippery suspects and a lack of evidence putting this case to bed will be no easy
task however lucky for him he has a team of dedicated officers willing to go the
extra mile to get things done the only question is this will they be there when he
needs them most
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But Not Forsaken 2018-11-05
no one knows why the district attorney is gunning for susan wilson but clint wolf is
determined to find out even if it ll get him in trouble while he works to clear
susan s name his crusade is sidelined when a bar manager is murdered during an
apparent armed robbery the method of operation is eerily similar to those used by
the ruthless gang who killed his family and clint might soon have to face down the
demons from his past to solve the mystery will clint walk that fine line between
good and evil or will he abandon his principles to settle an old score whatever
choice he makes one thing is certain it ll come at a hefty price

But Not Formidable 2018-12-27
it s a warm september afternoon in the sleepy town of mechant loup a tornado has
just ripped through town and detective clint wolf is searching for a missing school
teacher not only are details sketchy and witnesses nonexistent but a formidable
category 4 hurricane is heading straight for the louisiana coast and it s
threatening to erase every scintilla of evidence that might lead to the missing
woman even as the outer rain bands of the hurricane begin battering mechant loup
clint makes a grisly discovery in the dead of night and suddenly realizes he s
dealing with a cold blooded killer but that revelation leaves him with more
questions than answers when the pieces of the investigative puzzle finally start
falling into place clint will have to answer a question of his own did he finally
meet a suspect he couldn t take down
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But Not Forever 2018-12-03
after a year of working as a tour guide in the swamps of louisiana and the day after
a man s body is found in a canal former police chief clint wolf realizes he can t
stay away from law enforcement work forever ditching his paddle for a pistol he
rejoins the mechant loup police department but this time as their chief investigator
and he works beside police chief susan wilson as they seek to solve the mystery in
the canal while it isn t odd to find drowned bodies floating in the vast waterways
of louisiana from time to time it is unusual to find a body with six bullet holes in
its back this first case back for clint won t be a walk in the park but a blue truck
and a single piece of paper might be the key to everything the only problem the
truck has seemingly vanished into thin air and no one can find the piece of paper

But Not Forborne 2019-06-08
clint wolf is in a race against time leaving little time for sleep as he tries to
find a missing teenager rose murdock was supposed to board bus 23 for school early
one winter morning in mechant loup however when her mother returns home from work
that evening and checks the answering machine she realizes rose never made it to
school while a frantic call to the police department finally sets things in motion
the sixteen year old student has already been missing for nearly twelve hours and
clint is acutely aware that the victim could be halfway across the country or even
dead at that point wasting no time the mechant loup police department with
assistance from members of the community and deputies with the chateau parish
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sheriff s office launches a full scale search for the girl while clint begins
gathering evidence and interviewing potential witnesses it isn t long before clint
begins developing potential suspects but finding enough evidence to make an arrest
is another matter as the hours turn into days and searchers find no trace of the
student clint begins to wonder if he ll ever find a bread crumb that will lead to
rose murdock or like abigail will this be yet another young girl he couldn t save

But Not Foretold 2022-12-27
a prowler complaint in mechant loup east leads to a foot chase for officer shade
rankin and shots are fired across town a woman is found brutally murdered and clint
wolf is called to investigate as the investigation unfolds a voodoo doll is found in
the vicinity of the foot chase the doll bears the same wounds as clint s victim
leaving him to wonder if it s connected to his murder case before long clint will
know for sure about the doll but there s one thing he won t know until it s too late
someone close to him will fall victim to an evil curse

But Not Forsworn 2021-12-17
a dead lawyer a robbery a woman attacked detective clint wolf has his hands full in
mechant loup louisiana a prominent lawyer is found face down on the desk in his law
office and detectives clint wolf and amy cooke respond to investigate they begin
following the evidence and that evidence seems to suggest the man took his own life
however something seems odd about the case and it s not what they find at the scene
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that s puzzling but what they don t find when a woman is mysteriously beaten and
robbed in central chateau the case is turned over to the state police clint doesn t
know why that happened but when a sworn statement blows up his entire case things go
from confusing to about as bad as they can get the outcome of the case as well as
clint s future will rest in the hands of the woman he loves but does susan wolf have
what it takes to turn things around if she doesn t the consequences could be fatal

But Not for Naught 2018-12-03
the only thing worse than being stabbed in the back is being shot in the back and
that s exactly what happens to local bar owner mitch taylor as clint wolf and susan
wilson investigate the list of suspects begins to grow and it includes the victim s
estranged wife just when it appears clint is closing in on the killer things takes a
surprising turn and the entire complexion of the case is changed as though the twist
in the case weren t enough clint finds an old photograph that turns his personal
life on its head and sets him on a dual quest for answers not only is he
interrogating suspects but he also interrogates his mother and he begins to wonder
what will be more difficult discovering the secret to his past or solving mitch
taylor s murder one thing is certain no one will be the same after this is over

But Not Forfeited 2023-03-15
in book 27 of the clint wolf mystery series clint wolf investigates the mysterious
murder of a chateau parish deputy
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But Not for Love 2019-01-12
on the living room floor of a lonely farm house in chateau parish louisiana there
rests the body of a young woman named allie the victim of a horrific attack a little
farther to the south detective clint wolf is leaving the mechant loup police
department when he hears the screams of a terrified female jumping into action he
responds to the area and arrests the woman s husband for attacking her with a pipe
almost immediately after clint wraps up the arrest and returns home police chief
susan wilson receives a welfare call from allie s mother saying she hadn t heard
from allie in hours when clint responds to the welfare concern with mallory tuttle a
detective from the chateau parish sheriff s office they discover allie s body an
investigation ensues and it isn t long before they make an arrest for murder however
when another woman is killed days later they delve deeper into allie s case and
unearth some disturbing similarities a tip from a young boy and a trip to the
northern mountains of georgia might shed some light on the motive but locating the
killer will be anything but easy or safe

But Not For Vengeance 2022-03-21
slashed tires a stolen truck three dead bodies and many more injured it s up to
detective clint wolf and his team to decide if this was an act of terror or a
targeted attack with so many injured and a crime scene that drags through the
streets of mechant loup clint will need all hands on deck to solve this crime that
is if they re able to sometimes the good guys don t always win will this be one of
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those days

But Not Forgiven 2018-11-05
when a woman is found dead on her doorsteps shot through the heart with an arrow
clint wolf and susan wilson go to work trying to track down the sadistic killer on
the very next day a second victim is murdered in his driveway killed in the same
manner and it s now a race against time to uncover the motive behind the killings
and identify the murderer what they know so far is that he s a skilled archer
preying on human targets and they have no clue where he ll strike next as though the
case itself isn t complicated enough the district attorney has launched a grand jury
investigation into susan s actions during a shooting that saved clint s life no one
knows exactly why the da is gunning for susan but one thing is crystal clear it s
personal

But Not Forlorn 2018-12-27
the political race to determine the next mayor of mechant loup is heating up
literally when one of the candidates is burned to death in a fiery blaze clint wolf
and susan wilson go straight from their honeymoon to investigating a brutal homicide
while there are a number of suspects evidence and witnesses are lacking and
narrowing the list down becomes a challenge a late night attack on a mechant loup
police officer leads to a curious discovery but exactly how this discovery factors
into the case is anybody s guess clint will have to reach out to the local media for
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help and it might turn out to be the best decision he s made throughout the case
however no one will be rejoicing when this investigation is over and it s unlikely
anyone from the police department will ever be the same again

But Not Forbidden 2018-12-27
the only thing clint wolf and susan wilson want to do is get married but when a man
is murdered in a most embarrassing way shot to death while sitting on a porta potty
their wedding plans are placed in serious jeopardy with only eight days to go until
they say their vows clint and susan go to work trying to find out who might want to
kill the victim there are a number of likely suspects and they all seem to have good
reasons for wanting the man dead but clint and susan must figure out who hated him
the most as they work their way through the evidence in search of the truth they are
unknowingly headed for a deadly confrontation before it s all over bullets will
start flying and people are going to die and if they re not careful one of them
might not make it to the altar

But Not Forearmed 2023-12-28
clint wolf is back and he s teaming up with retired police sniper london carter to
face down some of the most formidable criminals he s ever encountered after
government officials deemed their property uninhabitable residents of a small
louisiana island were forced from their homes and relocated to a tiny piece of
barren land one family refusing to go along with the government s relocation efforts
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headed east into the forbidden swamps where they lived in peace for decades but now
they re being hunted when an injured kid makes it out of the forbidden swamps and
reports the slaughter of three other teenagers clint wolf and melvin saltzman head
into the jungle to find the crime scene and search for victims what they encounter
is much more than they bargained for and they soon find their own lives in jeopardy
london carter is visiting his grandparents in galliano louisiana when he learns of
clint s troubles and he immediately heads into the swamps to search for his friend
when london runs into danger of his own it looks like he might ve come out of
retirement only to be killed in the mosquito infested jungles of mechant loup will
this be the day that the bad guys win check out but not forearmed and find out

But Not Foredoomed 2022-09-21
andy verdin survived the many perils of world war ii but will the ninety six year
old survive the muddy waters of mechant loup louisiana an overdue fisherman a
mysterious object dropping from the sky a bizarre murder case and a wife about to go
into labor clint wolf has his hands full it doesn t help that his sidekick detective
amy cooke is 1 500 miles away on a honeymoon with her new husband baylor rice
thankfully takecia gayle is on hand to assist clint with the investigation but they
soon realize they ll need some outside assistance to put this case to bed however
will that assistance come in time to save two officers in trouble that remains to be
seen
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Waterhole 2011-09-20
in 1878 dodge city kansas is a dangerous place to live when six year old cole
herbert wakes one morning to find his mother katherine missing and his father clint
out riding posse with wyatt earp and bat masterson he realizes just how dangerous it
is clint and cole embark on a mission to find katherine but after an unsuccessful
eight month search they find their way to the oklahoma territory where they plan to
begin a new more secure life as years pass father and son adjust to life on a small
ranch but when an old prospector knocks on their door and informs them that
katherine may have been spotted alive in the arizona territory they revive their
search and head to waterhole the small gold mining town where katherine may be
located waterhole arizona is home to sal gregorio the ruthless town leader who is
not willing to share any of his information or his town with the herberts when sal
interferes with their attempt to leave town after realizing that he poses a definite
threat to their lives clint and cole must devise a plan to get everyone in their
partyincluding a wounded man a trusted friend a drug addict a stranger and a pre
adolescent boyout of town alive

The Trackers Soulmate 2011
as the head warrior and tracker of the royal riverstone pack lance s
responsibilities are a mile long new enemies are popping up left and right for
werewolf kind when the queen sends lance on a mission to look for missing pups he
could not be more stressed will finally meeting his long awaited mate ease his
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stress or will it just add heartbreak to the mix

Hunt for the White Wolf 2022-07-22
when he discovers that cole west is after his friends jesse and john henry trapp two
of the best hunters in the states clint adams follows closely behind the enemy to
stop at bloody war original

The Wolf's Den Box Set (Marked, Changed, Sought)
2022-10-11
the first three books in the wolf s den series marked fantasy becomes reality if you
carry the mark chloe bryant doesn t know what to expect when she enters the wolf s
den drawn to the werewolf tattoo parlor for reasons she can t explain she soon
discovers the sexy man from her dreams isn t a figment of her imagination not only
is jackson donovan real but he explains the dreams they shared are due to their
destined mating it can t be possible she s not a werewolf even if he swears the mark
on her wrist indicates otherwise jackson is stunned to discover the beautiful minx
from his dreams isn t a full blooded werewolf but a halfling the only way to uncover
chloe s past is to stake a claim to her future by taking the delectable female into
his bed he ll unlock every secret she has to hide as well as awaken the passion she
s tucked away for too long by exploring her mind body and soul one sweet inch at a
time changed beta werewolf declan schroder knows rachel gentry is his mate the hard
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as nails female is more than he could ask for intense clever and sexy as sin there s
only one problem rachel is human and fears his kind she s receptive to his advances
their sexual chemistry is impossible to deny until an attack by a rogue werewolf
threatens to destroy their newfound bond as declan s mating heat rises he knows he
ll do whatever it takes to claim rachel as his own to keep her he ll have to love
her from dusk to dawn introducing her to pleasures she s never known loving a big
bad wolf is wicked and dangerous but not in the way she s bound to regret sought
there can be light in the dark shane heyward left everything behind to find his mate
he struggled for months following his wolf to her location guided to a place where
supernatural beings exist and thrive atrum hill despite being capable of leading his
own pack he chose to join one when he finds his mate by accident he s shaken by the
truth not only is she blind the wolf within her is completely feral if he can t help
her take control of the beast she ll have to be destroyed luna lowe was forced to
leave her previous pack after she shifted attacked and almost killed two members one
of which was her sister she s ashamed of her behavior wondering if death is
preferable to living alone when the male she believed abandoned her due to her lack
of sight arrives as shane and luna come together he learns her history his female
was wronged and the insult has to be dealt with swiftly and harshly as he takes
charge and seeks retribution reverting to his alpha nature everything will change
for both of them

Bear Night Stand (A Paranormal Shifter Romance)
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2009-09-29
it was a mistake it was just one night when francesca meets her longtime hollywood
celebrity crush and bear shifter clint treadstone on the red carpet she s absolutely
dazzled by him the man oozes sex is clearly an alpha at heart and every time she
feels his sensual caresses on her she grows hot in her center but she knows these
types of men she knows the ruin they leave behind them he s got a reputation and she
s not about to let her heart get broken but when he gazes into her eyes his own
endless and withholding she finds her resolve melting the growl of his deep voice
reaches right inside her makes her do things she never dreamed she would just one
night just one mistake she s not about to let it dictate her life even if this alpha
bear shifter says that she s his fated mate even if this alpha bear shifter will
stop at nothing to claim her as his own to drive her body to heights of white hot
bliss over and over again and to start a shifter family with her bear night stand is
a standalone paranormal shifter romance featuring clint a rugged alpha hollywood
heartthrob who falls head over paws the moment he meets francesca a sassy and sexy
spitfire who is determined to keep him at arm s length

Escape the Wolf 2012-08-07
escape the wolf raises the safety iq of today s global travelers using escape the
wolf s exclusive holistic total awareness system international travelers are
empowered to identify minimize or avoid all types of wolves or threats from common
crime health issues and natural disasters to kidnapping and even terrorism the
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author shares his years of hands on experience in dealing with high risk situations

The Gunsmith 334 2022-11-24
more information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from penguin usa

White Hot 2012-04-06
u s navy lieutenant commander clint walker is on the run across the icy alaskan
bering sea the chinese operatives tracking him will do anything to retrieve the
stolen military plans in clint s possession and kill him for their trouble desperate
to safeguard the documents he stows aboard a cargo ship and comes face to face with
the most beautiful and determined ship s commander he s ever encountered captain
samantha richardson won t let anything or anyone stand in the way of her career
especially now with her whole future riding on this latest run yet the sight of her
brash stowaway s enticing bedroom eyes and his hard muscular body has sam
fantasizing about indulging in a small indiscretion just this once after all clint
walker is her ideal man hot intriguing and temporary but when clint and sam give in
to their simmering passion they emerge to face an exploding danger that threatens to
put an all too permanent end to their growing feelings and their lives
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Navaho Devil 2013-08-27
in the second installment in the sheridan county mysteries elizabeth blau discovers
an abandoned sled dog during the holiday parade on main street the sweet animal
causes quite a surprising stir and elizabeth s family is smitten but when a hunt for
the pup s owner leads to a discovery the man s body elizabeth must race to identify
the murderer before she loses their new family member

The Sled Dog
i love you ainslee and i want to make you my wife prince rafe tells me i love you
too i tell him but you know we can t be together no matter how we feel about one
another not now after i came to the castle as a political prisoner instead of a
feeder rafe and i acknowledged our feelings for one another but giving king axel an
ultimatum didn t help our situation and now i m betrothed to him instead of rafe
then something terrible happens leaving the entire kingdom in an uproar i have to
get to my cousin alpha king striker before it s too late if not the entire kingdom
will fall to our enemies will i be able to save the kingdom will rafe and i end up
together and what will happen when rafe finds out i m pregnant from the author of
the alpha king s breeder one weekend with the billionaire and shared by the sexy
billionaire twins
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The Kingdom: The Luna's Vampire Prince Book 2
hunter archivist ellen monroe is being stalked unable to determine who the threat is
her boss insists she move into hunter headquarters until things are straightened out
then he calls the last person and the only person ellen wants to see clint osborn
has his own reasons dark and private for not claiming ellen but when her life is
endangered he can t trust anyone else to her safety unfortunately she s not really
safe from him either can he eliminate the threat against her before he s forced to
walk away from temptation or is it already too late for them both

Claiming The Moon
man or monster the sheriff of effingham missouri needs clint adams help to catch
what is either a brutal killer or a wild animal after seeing the corpse clint can t
imagine who or what could have so savagely mutilated the victim but romanian
immigrant frederick talbot knows and it is his responsibility to hunt down and
destroy this predator for talbot claims to be a vampire and werewolf hunter and he
believes one of these creatures followed him to america from the old country the
gunsmith doesn t believe in superstitions but he ll team up with talbot and pack
silver bullets instead of lead if it means bringing a murderer whether badman or
beast to justice over 15 million gunsmith books in print
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